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Background
Egge Haak, Partner at Inchainge
Inchainge is a Dutch company fully dedicated to experiential learning in
value chain management based on business simulations. We constantly
create new simulations and training programmes as well as enhancing
our existing ones, so that learners in the industry and around the world
can be supported in their learning journeys. Being a small and compact
organization we take great care in developing and maintaining a large
network of both professional trainers and educational teachers and
professors around the globe.
We see around us that the volatile and uncertain world we currently
live in creates enormous challenges for companies and their value
chains. Change is the only certainty in every day’s business and in
order to adapt supply chains successfully, a thorough understanding
of their dynamics and interdependencies is absolutely necessary.
But just understanding the system as a whole will not be enough;
constant adaptation also calls for leadership skills in collaboration and
teamwork.
At Inchainge, we believe that such understanding and the
corresponding skills can only be acquired through active experience.
I’m referring to the full experience of managing a value chain with a
team, of handling all dimensions in an integral way, of exploring how
everything is connected, of working effectively together as a team.
On top of this our mission is to help students and companies create
alignment between strategy and execution, between departments in a
company and between business partners in the value chain.
We have designed and built all of our business simulations with these
objectives in mind, starting with The Fresh Connection in 2008 – to
help learners understand relevant concepts, to give them a platform
to experience these in a virtual company setting and thus acquire the
necessary skills to better deal with the complexities of alignment in
the competitive and fun setting of a game. But we don’t stop there. We
also have a wide diversity of materials to support teachers, trainers
and learners in their usage of our simulations and to enrich their
experience with meaningful content.
That is also where this book fits in, like its predecessor Mastering
the Supply Chain. Apart from our existing simulations and supporting
materials, we were looking for a way to further bridge the gap between
theoretical value chain concepts and their direct application, and that
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is precisely what you will find here. The book starts with an overview
of many critical concepts around the topic of circularity, then invites
their practical application using The Blue Connection as an interactive
case. In the third part the book even goes beyond the pure context of
the simulation, providing learners with a wealth of additional circular
challenges to think about. With this, I believe, the book will be extremely
useful to both learners and their instructors, in business or in the
educational world.
At Inchainge we trust that Mastering the Circular Economy will set a
new standard and bring the integral experience of The Blue Connection
to a higher level.
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Preface: The corporate
circular imperative 1:
Narrative and numbers
Many students learn best when they are actively doing things and
not only studying ideas in the abstract: when their curiosity is aroused,
when they are asking questions, discovering new ideas, and feeling
for themselves the excitement of these disciplines.
ken robinson and lou aronica

Circularity is not just about recycling. Circularity is not just about
fighting climate change. Circularity is also not just the latest hype in
sustainable business. In fact, circularity isn’t even new.
Check out any major city in Africa, India or South America to find large
clusters of car repair shops, household appliance repair shops, clothing
repair shops and so on. In Europe or the USA too, for most people
circularity was arguably quite a normal element of daily life until at least
the 1950s. A world in which things which were broken, from household
appliances to tools to clothing, would be repaired, mainly out of
economic necessity. There was simply no money to buy something new.
In Europe and the USA, with the economies booming from the 1960s
onwards, consumerism has entered over time as the modus vivendi and
people have got used to throwing things away and replacing them by
newer or more fashionable things. At best these items are replaced at the
end of their physical lifecycle, but in many cases long before, and all too
often even before using them at all. If other countries which are trailing
in the development curve follow similar development patterns, possibly
similar behaviour can be observed there in the future.* As much research
demonstrates, we are already moving fast towards hitting resource
boundaries on the planet. Thus, economic necessity is maybe no longer the
main issue, but resource necessity (read: scarcity) may become the issue.
As the saying goes, necessity is the mother of invention, and it can
be observed that more and more people, governmental institutions
and also companies are beginning to see that action is required and
that new ways of looking and acting are needed. In short: circularity is
gaining relevance, and fast.
Circularity is a highly complex, multi-faceted subject, ranging from
product design to reverse logistics to fiscal regulations to international
*P
 lease do note that the simplistic distinction between ‘developed nations’ and ‘developing nations’
in practice requires a much more differentiated view, even within countries, as has been shown
beautifully in Hans Rosling’s work (e.g. Rosling et al, 2018).
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governmental policies to company ecosystems, and more. In addition, the
field of circularity is developing rapidly, in terms of academic research
as well as new legislation and the proliferation of circular start-ups.
At the same time, the topic is approached from very different angles.
Many people involved in circularity have a strong ecological or even
ideological drive, emphasizing that action is needed in order to save
the planet from disaster and even our species from extinction. Others
approach circularity from a much more technical point of view, not
necessarily driven by sustainability motives at all, looking for example
at how new materials or new technologies can be used. We believe
that somehow, when speaking about circularity, all of these dimensions,
angles and voices need to be heard in order to get a complete picture.
Having said that, however, what does this mean for individual
companies? Why should a company at their micro level be involved in
helping to solve macro issues like climate change? Or invest heavily in
more durable product designs and/or materials, at the risk of becoming
more expensive than their competitors? In other words, what’s the
Corporate Circular Imperative? Why should a company care? That’s
one of the central questions we raise in this book, with narrative and
numbers as recurring key themes.*
And we want to do that in the spirit of the quote at the beginning of this
Preface: to create a textbook with a clear and strong focus on practical
application by learners. Albert Einstein allegedly used to say that
instead of focusing on teaching and explaining theories and concepts,
he preferred to put emphasis on providing the conditions in which
students could practise and learn. In allusion to Einstein, this book
wants to provide a solid basis for learners to practice and learn how to
master circularity from a company perspective.
Mastering the Circular Economy is written for people studying such
diverse topics as business, sustainability, supply chain management
and so on. It can be used as part of courses in schools and universities
within specialized circularity or sustainability programmes, but also
links well to courses within programmes of a more generalist nature,
from Bachelor level up to (Executive) MBA. In addition, the book is
written in such a way that it is also suitable for use by professionals,
either for individual self-study as well as in in-company training.

Integrated learning approach
In the same spirit as the previous book, Mastering the Supply Chain, in
the same series, this book proposes an integrated learning approach.
See Figure 0.1 on the next page.
* T he notion of ‘narrative and numbers’ was introduced in an article on business models by Magretta (2002).
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Figure 0.1
Integrated learning approach

Meaningful
and relevant

Needs to appeal to learner’s perspective:
business, social, citizenship

For now
and
the future

Not only the basic – link to future changes
and challenges

Feel the
complexity

Everything looks simple, until you’re
in the driving seat

Knowledge
and skills

Not only know the concepts but also
able to decide (trade-offs)

Individual and
team activities

Engaging
and fun

Individual vs team view and
cross-functional alignment

Motivate: through the content but also
through the methodology (‘gamification’)

Specifically, there are three main desires behind the topics chosen for
the book and the strong emphasis on practical application:
1	the desire to put the increasing need for developing 21st-century
skills such as critical thinking, complex problem solving and
coordinating with others into the practical context of circularity
2	the desire to actively address the recurring theme of simple but not
easy, i.e. to provide a way to make learners feel first-hand the many
complexities of actually applying the often relatively straightforward
concepts and frameworks at play in circularity
3	the desire to combine the multiple perspectives on circularity into
one coherent and holistic view on the topic, focusing in particular
on the company perspective, the leadership perspective and
perspective beyond the company frontiers
One element related to those, however, deserves specific attention
already here. Since we’re dealing with practical skills, experiential
learning seems to be a very appropriate way of developing and training
such skills. We’d like to particularly reference the work of David Kolb,
whose book Experiential Learning is a classic on the topic. Among
other important contributions, such as the concept of individual
learning styles, Kolb is well-known for what is called the learning cycle
(see Figure 0.2 on the next page).
The main idea behind the learning cycle is that
knowledge results from the combination of grasping and transforming experience.
Grasping experience refers to the process of taking in information, and transforming
experience is how individuals interpret and act on that information… This process is
portrayed as an idealized learning cycle or spiral where the learner ‘touches all
the bases’.
David Kolb

In experiential learning, the focus is on going through a first-hand
experience, which allows for reflection on what happened and why,
leading to forming a conceptual view on the situation, potentially
reinforced by existing theories and/or frameworks. This combination
will then be the basis for an improved view on the situation, which can
then be applied in the next experience, either in class or other study
environment, or directly in a real-world situation. In the book we will use
a business simulation game called The Blue Connection as an important
tool for facilitating this experiential learning.
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Figure 0.2
The learning cycle
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Source: After McLeod (2017), based on Kolb (2015)
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The multiple perspectives on circularity
Circularity has many faces and it covers a wide array of activities as
far as scope is concerned. But also has very distinct dimensions, which
are very different in nature. Even if we want to focus on what circularity
can mean at the (micro) company level, then there are still many aspects
to be addressed.
Firstly, we need to define what circularity means from the company
perspective. Why would a company engage in becoming more circular,
i.e. how does it match with concepts like strategy and purpose? And
what does becoming circular mean at the company level – what are the
alternatives and what are their implications for the goods flows that
need to be managed? And what are feasible and viable business models
that go together with circular strategies? And what does that mean for
the company’s financials?
Secondly, circularity also has a clear perspective beyond the company
boundary. Even more than in regular business, the dependency on what
governments do or do not do, which new circular ecosystems emerge,
or which new educational requirements become visible, mean that
companies are forced to have a clear view on what happens outside.
And thirdly, becoming and being circular calls for a high degree of
coordination and collaboration, but also of innovation and change.
Therefore, circularity at the company level also has a clear leadership
perspective. How can circularity be measured? How do the different
departments involved need to align? What does the path from linear to
circular look like and how can the transformation best be managed?
Because of their importance and because of their differences as well
as interdependencies, these three distinct perspectives (company,
beyond the company boundary and leadership), will be dealt with
explicitly and separately. In fact, together they form the backbone of the
structure of the book. (See Figure 0.3 on the next page.)
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Figure 0.3
The three perspectives on circularity
at the core of the book
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As a last comment in this Preface, we want to go back to the Corporate
Circular Imperative mentioned earlier on. Many opinions are possible
about why companies should or should not engage in becoming circular.
And practice unfortunately shows examples of companies claiming to
be very sustainable or circular when reality turns out to be much less
positive about what they really do. John Elkington, a long-time advocate
of sustainability and the person who coined the concept Triple Bottom
Line – of people, planet and profit – did a ‘concept recall’ recently,
because he found that too many companies were merely using the
concept in order to look good, rather than do good.
In the book, we want to stay away from imposing opinions, but we do
address the many viewpoints that can be found in practice. We introduce
a few (fictitious) characters to accompany the learner on their circular
journey, via dialogues that appear throughout the book. These characters
express opinions that can be found around us, sometimes agreeing,
sometimes disagreeing. Step by step, they go from context to company
purpose, strategy and business models to practice, thus discovering the
multitude of aspects involved in the narrative and numbers of the
Corporate Circular Imperative.
We hope that this book will help the learner to understand the topic of
circularity better and that these dialogues will allow the learner to make
up their own mind and define what they see as the Corporate Circular
Imperative and the narrative and numbers that could go with it.
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Figure 0.4
The journey of narrative and numbers
(the corporate circular imperative)
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Structure of the book:
A practical approach to
the circular business
model transformation
In line with the desires explained above, the objective of this book is to
fully facilitate the learner touching all the bases, using the principles
of experiential learning, training 21st-century skills, while going through
the first-hand experience of supply chain as simple but not easy. and
working with the distinct dimensions of the topic.
The Blue Connection business simulation game will be at the heart
of this learning experience in Part Two and Three of the book. In
subsequent steps, the business simulation serves as a vehicle for
grasping experience as well as transforming it, by offering the
possibility for the simulation of rounds of gameplay complemented
by conceptual frameworks, as well as active reflecting by the learner,
leading into a new round of simulation, creating a steep learning curve
based on first-hand experience. In addition, fields of direct application
outside the simulation tool will be touched upon, to widen the learner’s
perspective even further.
In Part One, Exploring circularity, we will be presenting a helicopter
view of the main important principles, i.e. relevant theories, frameworks
and concepts of supply chain management and the relationships
between them. Although the list itself is quite extensive we want to
keep it as simple as possible for this book, and that is why instead
of going into much detail we will limit ourselves to brief and to-thepoint introductions. Wherever relevant, reference will be made to
leading textbooks and articles from the area of circularity. Most of the
topics covered will be accompanied by some initial exercises to have
the learner actively work with them in order to get acquainted with
them. These exercises serve to explore the topics at hand. This first
section thus sets the scene for the practical approach to the circular
business model transformation in Parts Two and Three.
Part Two, Mastering circularity, then focuses on practically applying
the fundamental concepts from Part One. Here, The Blue Connection
business simulation will be the main vehicle that will serve for the
application of the individual concepts that were introduced in Part One.
The basic set-up of the simulation used in this second section presents
a relatively stable environment in which to make a wide variety of basic
decisions related to circular scenarios, to make the value chain run
smoothly and the company profitable. In this way, the learner will get
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the first-hand experience of analysing real company data from different
functional areas in order to make good decisions. Reflections and
exercises in this section will thus be structured in two steps: analyse,
develop and decide. In addition, through the possibility of running the
simulation, there will be a clear and visible link between cause and
effect (decisions and results).
Part Three, Imagining the transformation from linear to circular, then
elaborates on how to achieve the transition from the current linear
value chains to true circular solutions. For example, what are the
implications of introducing a circular focus into the company’s purpose
and strategy, how are business models affected, or how should the
period between the linear As-Is and the circular To-Be be organized?
Reflections and exercises in the third section fall under the umbrella of
imagining the transformation of certain internal corporate directions,
or the anticipated response to those from external stakeholders. All
aspects covered in Part Three will be related to the company at the
heart of the gameplay in Part Two, so wherever possible, real company
data from the simulation will be used.
In each of the three parts, the following perspectives on circularity will
be addressed:
– the company perspective
– the perspective beyond the company boundary
– the perspective of leadership and change.
This gives the book the overall structure that can be seen in the figure
on the next page.
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Figure 0.5
Overall structure of the book
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Guided tour, web resources and
business simulation game
Guided tour
In order to facilitate optimal learning, chapters in the book all have the
following structure besides the pure content of each of them:
l

l

I ntroduction and bullet point overview of topics at the beginning of
each chapter
	In total 90+ numbered exercises of different types, which can be
done individually or as part of lecture plans:
– Chapters of Part One: explore, for example by investigating
internet resources
– Chapters of Part Two: analyse, develop and decide, using The
Blue Connection business simulation game as an interactive case,
analysing detailed data from the simulation, allowing for gameplay
and seeing cause and effect relationships
– Chapters of Part Three: imagine, using the virtual company from
The Blue Connection business simulation game as a reference
case, how the company should shape the period of transformation
from linear to circular

l

 ummary at the end of each chapter, bridging current and next
S
chapter

Accompanying web resources
Mastering the Circular Economy is supported by web resources
for learners and for lecturers and trainers. You can visit
www.inchainge.com/mce to see which additional resources
you can have access to.

Examples of resources for lecturers and trainers
l
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 equest a free consultative call to get advice on how to optimally
R
integrate the book into a learning programme

g u i d e d to u r

/

web resources

l

l

I nspiring showcases of past learning programmes
 equest a self-paced online Train the Trainer to get certified with The
R
Blue Connection and learn how to use it as an interactive learning
experience in combination with the book (free of charge for university staff). After completion of the training you get access to:

– examples of course outlines and lecture plans
– several supporting PowerPoint slide decks, exercises for an interactive course
– multimedia teaching cases
– and more

Examples of resources for participants
l

 eading lists
R

l

 upporting videos
S

l

 verview of relevant industry associations
O

Access to The Blue Connection
business simulation game
To access The Blue Connection and be able to use it as an interactive
case with the book, you need to follow the steps below:
1	Add my@inchainge.com to the list of trusted email recipients in your
email program.
2	Register yourself in the Inchainge portal via https://my.inchainge.com,
by choosing the option ‘No account yet? Register as a new user’.
3	Follow the steps indicated, including the instructions you get in the
confirmation email.
4	After finalizing the registration process you can log into the
Inchainge portal.
5	Enter the code MCE_WATCH_ONLY into the ‘Code Entry’ field and
click submit.
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There are several options to use The Blue Connection in combination
with the book. As part of the book you can use the standard option
for free. Depending on your learning objectives and budget, you can
explore other options and formats (e.g. interactive version) at
www.inchainge.com/mce:
l

Standard

option (free)

Use this code MCE_WATCH_ONLY which is included in the purchase
of this book and is thus free of charge. It includes full visibility of all
screens and access to all elements inside the business simulation game,
thus allowing to work through all of the exercises in the book;
l

Interactive

option (paid)

The interactive setup of The Blue Connection allows you to use the
business simulation game in a more dynamic format. Participants can
split up in teams where each person takes over one department in the
business simulation. Over the course of six rounds the teams can take
decisions while facing increasing complexity and seeing the impact on
the company after every round of decisions. This allows for a steep
learning curve, an engaging team experience and a step-by-step
implementation of different circular strategies. This interactive format
is being used by universities and companies across the world.
Information about the usage and pricing of this package can be found
by reaching out to Inchainge directly via info@inchainge.com or
www.inchainge.com/mce.
l

Interactive

option diving into various learning topics (paid)

With the interactive set-up of The Blue Connection you also have the
option to dive into several learning topics. Inchainge is continuously
working on those so called extensions (e.g. legislation, supplier
development, bank selection, market dynamics and collaboration, and so
on) and you can find the available ones www.inchainge.com/mce.
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